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Crescendo Biologics has created a proprietary transgenic mouse devoid of any

antibody light chains from which it generates highly diverse fully human VH

domain (‘Humabody’) building blocks. In vivo maturation optimizes Humabody

potency and develops superior biophysical properties leading to an accelerated

discovery phase and rapid progression into the clinic.

These small versatile single VH domain building blocks permit the rapid

exploration of a vast range of 3D format space to identify optimal therapeutic

solutions. This fully modular plug & play approach lacks the constraints of

traditional mAbs and enables a radical rethink of how a multifunctional molecule

can be designed and assembled to deliver enhanced therapeutic benefit. Such

molecules are capable of target engagement that is unachievable using regular

mAbs.

Using Humabody VH addressing a number of key targets in the immune-oncology

space, Crescendo has exemplified the potential for optimally configured

molecules to deliver superior efficacy both in vitro and in vivo using a range of

different formats. These include Humabody VHs that engage with one or multiple

targets through monovalent or bivalent engagement and have tuneable half-life

extension via Albumin binding or addition of an Fc region for direct engagement

with FcRn.

These data support the progression of these highly differentiated therapeutics

into the clinic, between them exemplifying a diverse array of multifunctional

formats, each optimally configured for therapeutic efficacy according to the

precise requirements of their target geometry.

The modular nature of Humabody VH enables the rapid exploration of a range

of formats, each with differential properties with respect to target

engagement and half-life to allow specific tailoring based on the specific

therapeutic requirements of an individual programme.
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